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ABSTRACT

Mobile applications have become ubiquitous with the increase in the pop
ularity and computational power of mobile devices. They can now sup
port rich multimedia user interactions. This project consists of the design

and implementation of an Android application that renders and animates a

three-dimensional model of a human head. The user can input text through
a text box or by selecting predefined passages from a menu. The text is
then synthesized using an Android Text-to-Speech (TTS) engine. The 3D

head model simultaneously animates the speech by a synchronized jaw and
lip movement. While the application is idle it moves the head randomly

and simulates other facial expressions such as blinking the eyes and yawing
to keep the user engaged. Another part of the project is a 3D COLLAborative Design Activity (COLL AD A) parser. The parser is able to extract

coordinates of the graphic model and export them to a meta-file that the
application then can load and render using OpenGL Embedded Systems

(ES).

One of the technical difficulties of this application is to synchronize the
movement of the lips to the speech synthesis. The synchronization be

tween the phonemes (the smallest speech units), and the visemes (the small
est shape movements corresponding to the phonemes) achieved using the
producer-consumer paradigm [17]. The other challenge is to optimize the
rendering process with OpenGL ES in order to keep the interaction respon

sive.

The application successfully implements a novel solution for the animated
speech synchronization and opens the door for further work in the field of

interactive animation. The project can be extended to become an interface
iii

for virtual remote communication or animated text messaging.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1

Overview

At start-up, the application reads the meta-files, loads them into graphic objects
and stores them in memory. At every change of expression, a different graphic ob

ject is rendered by a program developed using the graphic library OpenGL. For the
speech simulation feature the obvious problem is to solve the synchronization between

phonemes, the smallest units of sound such as a single letter or a combination of let
ters (e.g.Th), and their visual counterparts, the visemes. Instead of adopting the
more complicated MPEG-4 audio-video synchronization approach, a simpler solution

is implemented by using the producer-consumer (or the bounded-buffer) algorithm.

The producer in this case is the stream of text that feeds the speech simulator and the

consumers are the TTS engine and the OpenGL procedures. The producer and the
two consumers live in three independent threads, and while the producer is writing

to a circular buffer and incrementing the tail pointer, the audio and the video threads
will consume the data in the buffer and each of them will advance a head pointer.

1.2 Background

The popularity and versatility of mobile devices have made them indispensable gad

gets of every-day life. Endless applications are being developed to satisfy the con
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stantly glowing mobile market. Another rapidly growing field with endless applica
tions is speech simulation. Used in a variety of fields such as research, game de

velopment and customer service [1], speech simulation does not only have acoustic
applications, but also visual ones [4].
This project is an attempt to merge these two trending technologies into one

application, as well as using the full potential of the mobile graphic library, OpenGL
for embedded systems (ES). The same way OpenGL [7] is the industry standard for

developing 2D and 3D graphics applications, OpenGL ES [6] is the industry standard
for embedded systems. There is a major difference between OpenGL ES l.X and

OpenGL ES 2.X. While the l.X version shares the same functionality and syntax of
the regular OpenGL APIs and, like OpenGL, has a fixed pipeline and operates as a

state machine, the 2.X is a based on vertex and fragment shaders [11], the equivalent

of OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL) [9].
OpenGL ES is also supported by iPhone, and its code can be extended to run on
iPhone with the same function calls. However, the rest of the application’s code has

to be written in Objective-C rather than in Java, as it is here.

1.3 Significance
Due to their dimensions, mobile devices are restricted by display size [14], memory ca

pacity and performance. All of these aspects affect the graphic animation experience
of the mobile user. Another problem of Text-to-Speech synthesis is the audio-video
synchronization and the challenge to constantly synchronize the movement of the lips

and jaws to the phonemes to create a credible visual speech [4] effect.
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There is a gap between the 3D animation for mobile devices and other gaming

machines. But as mobile devices are becoming more popular and being equipped
with better hardware, the gap is starting to narrow down.

This project is an attempt to find a common ground for these two problems, and
merge them into one application that is not only intended for entertainment, but also

to be used as a proof of concept and a starting point for more specific and complex

applications.

1.4 Abbreviations

ASM: Active Shape Model. Statistical method used in image recognition.

AVD: Android Virtual Device. Android emulator for application development.
COLLASA: COLLAborative Design Activity. XML file for 3D graphic models.
DOM: Document Object Model. Object representing the XML file structure.
GLSL: OpenGL Shading Language. OPenGL for shader vertices and fragments.

MPEG-4: Moving Picture Experts Group - 4. Audio-video compression standard.

OpenGL: 3D graphic library.
OpenGL ES: OpenGL Embedded Systems. OPenGL for embedded systems.
PCA: Principal Component Analysis. Reduces the matrix dimensions of a given

system.

PICO: Android Text-to-Speech default engine.

3

SDK: Software Development Kit. A software suite for development.

TTS: Android Text-to-Speech engine.

XML: Extensible Markup Language. A data structure file format.
XPath: Method of retrieving a node in an XM1 file based on its location.
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2. SCOPE

2.1

Main Activity

The main focus of this project is to create and animate a 3D model of the human head
using the OpenGL ES 1.0. This application is intended for the Android platform API

10 or above, commercially known as Android 2.3.3 or Gingerbread. Another goal is

to make use of open-source technologies and freeware, and show the results that can
be obtained by using exclusively free software. The project is divided into two parts:

The first is a Java application that parses a graphic file in the Collada format and

exports vertices, normal vectors, faces and color codes to a customized text file. The
second part is a pure Android application that can run on a real Android cell phone

or on the Android emulator, the Android Virtual Device (AVD) that comes with the
Android Software Development Kit (SDK) package. The application reads the meta

files and prepares special objects for every expression of the graphic model. These

objects are rendered with a series of calls to OpenGL routines. The model can rotate
in response to the touch screen command, and while the application is idle, various

facial expressions are simulated. The main activity of the application, however, is
speech simulation. Android provides a Text-to-Speech (TTS) engine (PICO) with

limited APIs. A text box is available to the user to enter short texts, along with
prepared samples available as items on the application menu. The text is used as
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input for the speech simulator by playing the sound with TTS APIs and rendering
the corresponding visemes while performing a lip-synchronization action, keeping the

audio and video synchronized.

2.2 Components

The main thread of the application that interfaces with the user also acquires input

data, loads the meta-files and stores them in memory. The application has three
other threads: One is responsible for the Android Text-to-Speech(TTS) engine. The
Android operating system provides a default TTS engine (PICO) and allows the

developer a certain level of control by using the Text-to-Speech APIs [5]. This layer is
responsible for the voice synthesis and speech simulation. Another thread controls the
3D rendering and animation layer. This layer implements the OpenGL ES function

calls and has to decide which object to render based on the input data. The last one is
the input text thread that handles the insertion of the data into the text buffer. This

thread implements the producer in the ’’Producer-Consumer Problem”. For more
details, see Section 4.3.1, on page 18.

Figure 2.1 shows a diagram of these components their connections.

6

Fig. 2.1: Components diagram.
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3. GRAPHICS

3.1

The 3D Model

The 3D model is initially imported from Google SketchUp 3D Warehouse [20] (See Fig

ure 3.1). It is then converted to a COLLADA file format and imported by Blender[10].
Blender is a free 3D graphic suite for creating, rendering and animating models[15].
It supports a variety of formats such as COLLADA (.dae), Waveffont(.obj), 3D Studio(.3ds), and others.

To generate a new facial expression the model is modified by deforming the mesh,
and a different copy is created and passed to the COLLADA parser to create a meta

file \ The viseme, or the shape of the mouth that corresponds to each phoneme,
is based on the lip-sync phonetic-based animation [19, 13] used in animation movies

(See Figure 3.2).
1 For more information see Chapter 3.2, page 10.

Fig. 3.1: The original 3D human head model.
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Fig. 3.2: Preston Blair phoneme series.
Gary C. Martin. Preston Blair phoneme series. ”http://www.gaiycmartin. com/

mouth_shapes.html”, 2006.

9

In addition to the mouth shapes, other facial expression are created to simulate a more

human like agent. These facial expressions include eye blinking, eye brows movement
and yawning. These expressions are played while the application is idle to keep the
user entertained.

Figures 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 show the android emulator running the application
3D Face.

Fig. 3.3: Resting position.

3.2

Graphic File Format

3.2.1

File Format

COLLAborative Design Activity (COLLADA) is an Extensible Markup Language
(XML) file format identified by the extension ”.dae”. It stores essential graphic in
formation and enables the rendering of 3D models [12]. Created by Khronos Group

10

Fig. 3.4: Yawning.

[18], COLL ADA provides a compatibility between different tools and allows them to
import and export 3D graphic models. FromOf the data that a 3D COLLADA file
stores, of particular interest are the vertices coordinates, the normal vectors coordi

nates and the sequence of indices that defines the edges and faces of the model. It

also contains information about the color codes and textures2.

3.2.2 XML Parser

A significant part of this project is a program that parses the COLLADA file and
extracts the necessary information to render and animate the graphic models. The

faces of the model are polygons of three or more edges. However, OpenGL ES 1.0 can
only render triangles. In order to deal with that, the parser has to extract the indices
2 For more information, see the example in Appendix A.l, on page 24.
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Fig. 3.5: Letters F and V.

of every polygon and convert them into triangles, then recalculate the normal vectors
for every triangle by doing a cross product (See Figure 3.7). Since the COLLADA
file is essentially an XML document, the parser needs to make use of an XML library.
Java APIs provides wide support for XML parsing and a variety of libraries to choose

from such as JAXP, JDOM and SAX. Most of these libraries support the XML Path
Language (XPath) [8]. While the Document Object Model (DOM) [21] is a more

complete tree structure representation of the document, XPath is a straightforward
language that allows the selection of subset of nodes based on their location in the

document [8] . The parsing program described here makes use of the Java package

’’javax.xml.xpath” to extract the necessary nodes from the COLLADA document. For
an example of a COLLADA file (See Appendix A.2, page 26).
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Fig. 3.6: Letters W and Q.

The final product is a meta-file containing a serious of vertices coordinates, their

normal vectors, the indices of the triangle and normalized color codes. See example
below. For an example of a meta-file, see Appendix A.3, on page 28.

The data labeled materials represent the color codes in Red Green Blue(RGB) and
the affected faces. The first number is the number of faces that this color is applied
to. The following three numbers are normalized RGB color codes. The color codes

are normalized by dividing every component by 255. And the last number is the color
intensity, with values between 0 and 1.

Every facial expression requires a separate graphic file that has to loaded by the
Android application. In order to reduce the amount of data, if the meta-file is a

variation of the base model, the parser will compare it to the base model and export
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Fig. 3.7: Normal vectors of two adjacent triangles.

only the differences. This helps to reduce the start-up time of the Android application,

as it does not need to create a different graphic object for every variation. The
application can duplicate the original model and apply the changes in coordinates.
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4. THE APPLICATION 3D FACE

4.1

Starting the Application

The application starts by loading the meta-files previously prepared by the COL-

LADA parsing program (Chapter 3.2, page 10). The model is composed of two parts.
One is the upper head, and the other is composed of the mouth and jaws. Combined,
they constitute a complete 3D model of a human head. While the application is load

ing the base model of each part to represent the resting position, a parallel thread
is created to load the rest of the meta-files for different expressions. That reduces
the startup time to half of what it would be if all the models are loaded in sequence.

Once the meta-files are loaded into appropriate arrays and buffers, they are cached
using a key-map structure efficient access.

The main feature of the application is speech simulation based on the user input

text. While the input is empty, the application assumes itself to be in an idle situation
and starts a timer. The application will periodically monitor the timer, and will

randomly replace the resting models with animated ones, creating a frame-based
movement effect. As soon as the user enters a text and sends the execute command,
the application switches to the speech simulation mode and starts the TTS activity,

and synchronize the mouth animation to create the visual speech effect.
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4.2

Rendering and Animating

4.2.1

The Graphic Library

As mentioned earlier, OpenGL ES is the industry standard for embedded 3D graphics

applications. This project makes use of OpenGL 1.0, which is supported by most of
the commercial devices with an Android operating system. The minimum version of
Android required is the Gingerbread, Android 2.3.3 API 10. One of the limitations

of OpenGL ES 1.0 is that it only renders triangles. To overcome this issue, the
COLLADA parser transforms a generic polygon into triangles and recalculates the

normal vectors x.

4.2.2 Rendering 3D Objects
There are two ways to render a 3D object (or 2D for that matter) with OpenGL ES

1.0. One is array-based, and the other is element-based. First OpenGL needs to be

in a rendering state. The rendering is enabled by calling:
gl.glEnableClientState(GL10.GL_VERTEX_ARRAY);
g1.glEnab1e C1i ent St at e (GL10 . GL_COLOR_ARRAY)

gl.glEnableClientState (GL10\GL__NORMAL^ARRAY) ;

Then after the drawing is complete, the rendering state has to be disabled by
calling:

gl.glDisableClientState(GL10.GL_VERTEX_ARRAY);
gl.glDisableClientState(GL10.GL_COLOR_ARRAY) ;

gl.glDisableClientState(GL10.GL„NORMAL_ARRAY);
1 For more details, See Chapter 3.2, on page 10.
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K' ;

The vertices and normals buffers are loaded by calling:

g 1. g 1 Ve rt exP oint er (3, GL10.GL_F LOAT, 0, vertexBuf fe r) ;J :
g 1 >g INormaIP o i nt e r (GL 10.GL_F LOAT, 0norma 1 s Bu f f e r);

To render the model with the array-based method, the vertices have to be inserted
in the right order, so that OpenGL can render them in that sequence. The command

to render an array of vertices is:
g I. g 1D r awAr r ay s; (GL 10 . GL_TRIAN GLE S, 0, ve rt i ce s S i z e) ;.

Otherwise, if the model is being rendered with the element-based approach, the order

of the vertices inside the buffer is not important. What matters is the indices buffer
that holds the sequence of the edges to draw the triangles. The object is rendered by
calling:
gl.glDrawElements(GL10.GL_TRIANGLES, indieesSize, GL10.

GL_UNSIGNED_SHORT, indexBuffer);

_

The element-based approach is more flexible, as it does not require changes to
the vertices buffer. A pointer to the indices buffer can be manipulated to render

certain portions of the model at the time. This allows the program to apply certain
attributes, such as the color codes, to specific faces of the model without the need to

load a complete color buffer with redundant information. For the complete code used

to render the 3D model, see Appendix B.4, on page 31.
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4.3 Lips Synchronization
4.3.1

Producer-Consumer Problem

The producer-consumer problem is the problem of synchronizing two processes: the

producer and the consumer, which share the same bounded-buffer [17]. The producer
inserts the data into the buffer, while the consumer reads and processes the data.
The consumer in this case is the stream of simulated text, and the consumers are the

Android Text-to-Speech engine and the animation with routine calls to OpenGL ES.
To keep the entities independent and make them easier to control, each one lives in

a separate thread with common memory access to the text buffer.
The text stream input controls the tail of the buffer and waits. Every time a new
character is entered the tail is incremented. The TTS and the animation read and

process the data while each of them is incrementing its own head pointer. When the

distance between the tail and one of the heads is larger than or equal to a certain

constant C, the producer stops and waits for the heads to catch up. When both heads
reach for the tail, the producer starts inserting new data into the buffer. To further
improve the algorithm, the TTS head and the animation head wait for each other,
which forces the speech and the animation to be more in sync (See Figure 4.1).
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Text Buffer

Tail

Animation
Head

TTS Head

Fig. 4.1: Producer-consumer data buffer.

4.3.2 Produ cer- Consumer Algorithm
Below is the pseudo code for the synchronization of the TTS with the animation using
the producer-consumer algorithm.
long tai 1 = ttsThread =,.animat ionThread:-0;

//

■//Tilxed/size' buFTe^

&

chart ] textBuffer =.'new. char [offset]
/'/Producer bhread

<;

1'

' i f ■ (t a i1-he ad 1 >=o f f s e t , |: | ; t a i 1 - he a d2 >=o f s e t)

•..inputThread, sleep (100)7 .•

1
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5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

5.1

Results

There are few Android applications, or other mobile applications, that perform 3D
speech simulation. The field is still relatively new and far from being a standard

for cell phones and other embedded devices. This application focuses on the com
plexity and challenges that the developer has to face in order to create the different

components and have them synchronized.
Another goal that is achieved in this project is the exclusive use of open-source

technologies. This showcases the results that can be obtained by using technologies
available for free for anybody who wants to use them or make a contribution. The

code of this application will be available for students and developers who want to use

it as a starting point for future development.

5.2 Future Work
There are endless ways of extending and enhancing this project. Something that
is worth exploring is the application of the Active Shape Mo dels (ASM) principle

[3]. ASM is a model-based statistical approach for the image recognition process,
in particular facial recognition. The system can be trained to generate new sets of
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data from the reduced covariance matrix1 and the vector representing the pose model,
or the mean shape. In this case, the ASM principal can be applied to produce the

different facial expression by training the model with a sample of visemes, representing
the mouth shapes for the different phonemes. That will result in a more realistic

movement of the mouth when simulating the visual speech.

Another enhancement to the application could be to interface it with a text mes
saging feature. Instead of reading the message, the user could listen to it and watch
the simulation. It could also be interfaced with a live video streaming application,

where instead of transmitting audio and video data, only the text of the person talking
is synthesised and transmitted. The other person can watch and listen to a real-time
simulation of the conversation.

1 The covariance matrix, also called the production matrix, is obtained from the deviation vectors of the different
shapes from the mean shape, or the pose model. Then the covariance matrix is reduced by applying Principal
Component Analysis(PCA) [16]
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APPENDIX A
COLLABORATIVE DESIGN ACTIVITY(COLLADA)
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A.l

Part of a COLLADA File Representing a Cube

<library_geometries>
<geometry id=”Cube-mesh" name-"Cube">
1L ■ .

<mesh>

<source id="Cube-mesh-positions">

“-•T
*

* “

<f loat__array id=”Cube-mesh-positions-array" count'="24">

,

11-11 -1 -1 -1 -0.9999 -1 -0.9999.1 -1 1

0.999 1 0.999 -1.000 1 -1 -0.9999
-1 1 1

</float_array>
<technique_common>

<accessor source=”#Cube-mesh-positions-array" count="8"

? *'■

*

„

stride="3">

•V\.

<param
name="X"
type="float
" />
■
■■■■■;? "
< . ?

" ’-'7.'.,.s ,

J

' 's-y

.

<param name="Y" type.=" float" />
<param name-"Z" type="float” />
</accessory

< /,t e chn i queyc ommon>
</source>

<source id="Cube-mesh-normals">

<flbat_array id="Cube-mesh-normals-array" count=1’18">
? s 0 0 -1 0 01 100
v;,r.
,.. ..by?J- I:
■'
; -■ ■ ■ ■ 0 -1 0 -1 0 0 0 1 0«

</float_array>

' . . ,/v-

«■ ■ :
'

■<

« V

<technique_common>

<accessoy source="#Cube-mesh-normals-array ” 'count="6"

. ya.-'"'
. ■
' t..
■
.yp
-p
cparam name="X" type="float" />
stride=" 3">

■1 r

^'-4

.

■■■

'■

:
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:

. :■ .>
r

-

<paramname="Y" type="float” /> "1

<param name="Z" type="float" />

• ■

</accessor>

"V </technique_common>

ji

■^vertices id="Cube-mesh-vert i ce s">

' ’ < •* ’

1r

<input semantic^"POSITION"* source="#Cube-mesh-positions"

;

/>

q

</vertices> . ■ _ -

X
A, /■

■

• ■

=

", ■ a <P ° 1 y 11 s t * mat e r i a 1 = " Mater i a1-mat e r i a 1 "co un t=" 2 " >

y.

-

■

. ■" ."% ■

<input semantic-"VERTEX" <s our ce="# Cube-mesh-vert ices"

offset="0" />
< input s eman't i c= " NORMAL " s ource="# Cube-me s h-no rma 1 s'"

offset-"!" />

/

■■ \

<vcount>4’ 4 </vcount> • C; -

“

■

■” vi'abi
i i, -

-

> '■

<p>0 010 2 0 301 3 5 3 632 3</p>

• '

■</polylist>'

'

<polylist materia 1="Material_001-mat e r i a1"_ count="2">

s

- • <input semantic="VERTEX" source="#Cube-mesh'-vertices" V "

':A
<

offset="0" />

•

;

<input semantic="NORMAL"source="#Cube-mesh-normals"

; r

offset="l" />

.

. <vcount>4 .4 </vcount>

j *.;

' ; <p>4 1 7T -6 1'5 1 0 2 4 2 5 2 1 2</p>
/ </polylist>

■ ■

•

'
.

“

\

A

i <polylist material="Material_002-materialn count="2">

. . <input semantics"VERTEX"‘source="#Cube-mesh-vertices"

offset="0".;/>
. <input s emant ic= " NORMAL”. source=" #Cube-mesh-norma 1 s "

25

offset^l" />

' ■

<vcount>4 4 </vcount>

./ <p>2 464743445 05 3. 57 5</p>-

</polylist>

</mesh> ■

’-..

<extra>

•

"

-:J' "

■?

.

<technique profile="MAYA”>
<double^_sided>l</double_sided>

<?. . i

</technique>

/ \

</extra>
</geometry>

</library_geometries>

A. 2 Parsing an XML Document with XPath
//Vertices

Node vertices = this.xpathParseNode ("//f loat_array [@id=z " +
ob j +
.

”-positions-array']/text()”) ;

,

fr

Node L i St 1ib_materials - this.xpathP a r s e("//materia1/@ id");
ife(lib_materials !=?= null) {
.object.materials - new Material[lib_materials.getLength

() 1;
for(int m=0; rn<lib_mater ials . getLength ( ) ; m++) {
String material = lib_materials.item(m).getNodeValue
0;
indices

this.xpathParseNode("//geometry[@id=z" +

obj +

\

"zp/mesh/polylist[@material=z” + material +* ; ”']/
26

p/text ()’’);

:?

" <

vcount = this.xpathParseNode( ’’//geometry[@id=/ " +
ob j +
j/mesh/polylist [:@material='"\ + material + ■•"'■]/
vcount/text ()’’) ;

* "

\

if (indices == null ],[ vcount == null) {

continue;
}

;

V ' .

,

v*

. v '

Node effect = this. xpathParseNode (’’//effect [@id='" +
material.replace (’’-material", "-effect

") +
”' ]./pro f i 1 e_COMMON/1echni que "+’’/* di f f u s e /■

1 7. co 1 or /1ext (j ") ;

tokens = effect.getNodeValue();
tokens = tokens-trim().split("X^");
Material mat = new Material(material);
mat.rgb[0 j = Float.parseFloat(tokens[0]);

mat.rgb[1 ] = Float-parseFloat(tokens [1]);

mat . rgb:[2] = Float .parseFloat (tokens [2] ) ;

.. <

mat.rgb[3] = Float.parseFloat(tokens[3]) ;

/

mat.length = this.addindices(object, vcount, indices
, material.replace("-material", ""));

ob ject.l, mate rials [m] - mat;
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A. 3 Example of a Meta-File Format
#upper_head.dae

object:base_039-mesh
*

vertices: 2517

.'

bj;..

■'

}

■

..

{

0 2.8f, 1.38f,-0.66f.,

1 2f83f, 1.31f,-0.-72f,

2 2.78f,1.31f,-0.72f, ■ >. /=3 2.81f, 1. 43f,-0.7f,
•t < *
Jw’
4 2.8f,1.38f,-0.66f,

&

4

t << -

•

e. >

5 2.76f,1.39f,-0 .66f,

.

6 .2.84f,1.3f,-0.85f,
.

X?

J; ■
!s...p"

'■

7 2.1.. 39f, -0.66f,

' ■■

.■

r.

'

,

}

normals: 2517 ''<^33

J
.. ■

•C ■ ’
030.02f,0.62f,-6.78f,
.X"

3"

■■

> '

Xf:

'■

;

1 0.03f,1.Of>^0.08f,
2: —0. 74f, 0.26f,-0.61f,

3 h0.03f,-0.87f,-0.5f, 3
4 -0.03f,-0.64f,-0.77f,

5 -0.8f,-0.3f,-0;52f,

6 0.02f,0.97f,-0.24f,

5

7/0.02f,0.62f,-0.7Bf,
dr'-.
’ < V A
S|
'

«.,■

P
•>.

Wt

f3
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*

indices:4311

¥

.{
O', 0,1,2,

T/3;A, Pr
•!

W?:'''

2 6, 2, 1,
3 ;7 , 0, 2,
4 8,3, 5,

5 % 6,1,
■ t

■•'F

6’?6;>
,Z‘x16,
u ,’x2,,

teria,ls:6 „
F t ■ ' ■" ■ ■ ■
{■

■

3

7

‘

'■ ■ \

0 3509,0.51f,0.37f,0.31f,1.Of,

APPENDIX B
OPENGL EMBEDDED SYSTEMS (ES)
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B.4

The Drawing Function

public void draw(GL10 gl) {

//Enable drawing

gl.glEnableClientState(GL10.GL_VERTEX_ARRAY);
g l.glEnabl eClient St at e (GL10. GL_COLOR_ARRAY) ;

•

gl.glEnabl-eClientState.(GL10.GL_NORMAL_ARRAY) ;

gl. glFrontFace (GL10.GL_CW) ; . -

i

A

gl.glVertexPointer(3, GL10.GL_FLOAT, 0,. vertexBuffer) ;
gl\glNormalPointer(GL10 .GL_FLOAT, 0, normalsBuffer).

int offset =0;

for (int i=0; icmaterials.length; i++) {
gl.glColor4f(materials[i].rgb[0]r materials[i]-rgb
[11, materials [i] .rgb»[2],

materials[i].rgb[3]);

‘

int length = materials[i].length;

7

;

1 //ill!very 'important

indexBuffer.position(offset) ;
int mode

GL10.GL TRIANGLES;

gl.glDrawElements(mode, length * 3, GL10.
GL_UNSIGNED_SHORT, indexBuffer);

offset +=. length *
3;

' \

}

31

W

'■/"

"

//! 11!very important " "• V/|;
indexBuf fer'.position (0) ; ’

//Disable drawing

/

:

■

\

=

■

gl. glDisabieClientState (GL10. GL_VERTEX_ARRAY).;.
:: gl. glDisabieClientState (GL10 .GL_COLOR_ARRAY) ;

gl.glDisabieClientState(GL10.GL_NORMAL_ARRAY);
}

. s>
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